
all services from 
one provider

inexpensive phone calls with free 
calls in the network of Slovanet 
and additional services

reliable and high 
performance

services for offices and small businesses
for your:OFFICE

We know that the telephone, internet, e-mail, web, computer 
protection and other services are an indispensable part of your 
everyday office or business activities.

Take the opportunity of the state of the art telecommunications 
network connected with high-performance connectivity that we 
have built in your office.

You can now use its benefits and enjoy high-quality Internet, phone 
calls and other services at a great price.

Make use of high-speed Internet for your work, with guaran-
teed higher levels of speed and quality compared to programs 
for general household.

Use reliable and efficient tools 
for your business

Connect through internet:OFFICE

High performance internet for several 
users simultaneously

Fast connection, superior technical 
support and customer care

We'll provide you with a reliable state-of-the-art 
device for you to connect, without the need to 
buy, set up, or perform any maintenance

Guaranteed SLA 

Benefits of the service:

Easy and fast future scalability of performance 
and services (telephony, TV, security, etc.)

Without hidden restrictions or extra charges

Good price/quality/performance ratio



A fixed phone line is an integral part of the contacts of a trusted 
company and office. However, it is not only a necessity of your 
company image, but you can also save significantly by making 
active use of it. You can make free calls within the Slovanet network 
and calls into other networks and abroad at inexpensive prices.

You can easily transfer your fixed line phone number to Slovanet 
from any other provider! No need to change anything on your 
leaflets or business cards!

With the optional inexpensive phone call program
voice:OFFICE you can make free calls within 
the network of Slovanet!

Possibility of iptv:OFFICE TV reception

A calling program that includes a modern cordless 
Gigaset phone starting from 2 EUR ex. VAT/monthly

Easy to connect - using the cables of your internet 
network - and you can also keep existing 
phone numbers

High quality voice transmission thanks 
to VolP HD technology

Free overview of phone calls and telecommunication 
costs control 

Subscribe also to the voice: OFFICE phone 
service, together with Internet from 
Slovanet and you will get:

Choice of 3 TV packages

7-days archive of selected channels

EPG (electronic program guide)

User-friendly interface 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
ADDITIONAL SERVICES

e-mail services and webhosting

cloud services from the product offering cloud:LINK 
and data storage “Biznis Aktovka”

Contact us with your questions:

Find out more on: biznis.slovanet.net/office
static public IP address and more  

Low procurement costs - without the need to buy 
expensive equipment and easily expandable 
as your business grows

Free calls within your company and within the network 
of Slovanet, inexpensive calls to other fixed or mobile 
networks and abroad

State of the art additional services (CLIP, 
call forwarding, log of received/missed calls)

services for offices and small businesses
for your:OFFICE


